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EXPLANATORY NOTES TO THE MINERAL DEVELOPMENT BILL

Introduction

The preamble of the Bill, delineates the point of departure of the Bill.

The fundamental principles which underpins this Bill are -

- mineral resources is the common heritage of all South Africans and belongs collectively to all the peoples of South Africa;
- it is a universally recognised right of a State to exercise hull and permanent sovereignty over all its natural resources;
- public trusteeship of South Africa's mineral resources;
- to redress the results of past racial discrimination and ensure the historically disadvantaged persons participate in the minerals and mining industry and benefit from the exploitation of the nation's mineral resources;
- security of tenure for prospecting and mining operations;
- environmental protection and sustainable development; and
- promotion of local and rural economic development and social upliftment of communities affected by mining.

The minerals and mining law dispensation proposed in the draft Bill is based on the universally accepted principle that mineral resources are part of South Africa's national patrimony and that the State is the custodian of the nation's mineral resources. It is from the aforementioned principles that the State derives its entitlements to control, administer, manage access to South Africa's mineral resources, to grant prospecting rights and mining rights and issue retention permits.

Therefore, on commencement of the new legislation, prospecting rights, mining rights, retention permits and permission to remove minerals will only be granted by the State.
As far as possible the Bill reduces ministerial discretion by ensuring that discretionary powers are exercised based on prescribed criteria.

**Chapter 1 - Definition**

Defines certain terms and words in the Bill.

**Chapter 2**

This Chapter, amongst others, sets out the objectives of the Bill. The application, implementation and interpretation of this Bill, will be guided by it.

It further gives effect to the principle that mineral resources are a part of the national patrimony and the State is the custodian of the nation's mineral resources.

**Chapter 3 - Administration**

This Chapter deals with the administration of the Bill and empowers the Minister to divide the country into regions and to appoint the Director: Mineral Development.

**Chapter 4 - Minerals Resources Management**

Under the new dispensation, the State will play a pro-active role in the promotion of the development of the nation's mineral wealth and the regulation of the minerals and mining industry.

It provides measures to enable the State, as custodian of the nation's mineral resources, to manage the development of such resources.

It makes provision for specific measures to be taken by the Minister to-

- a. promote rural and local economic development;
- b. promote the participation of historically disadvantaged persons who wish to participate in the minerals and mining industry; and
- c. promote beneficiation and value adding to the nation's mineral resources.

It further deals with the submission of and access to exploration information.

It ensures that potential or actual retrenchments in the mining industry take place in terms of the provisions of the Bill to minimize social disruption.

**Chapter 5: Mineral Regulation**

Sets out the application procedure, consultation process and the criteria for granting or refusing prospecting rights or mining rights and issuing or refusing retention permits.

It also requires each mine to have a social plan which provides for the remediation of negative socio-economic impact of mines. Furthermore, it provides extensively for environmental management and control.

Generally it attempts to remove as much discretion as possible on matters relating to the granting and refusing of prospecting rights, mining rights and issuing of retention permits and guarantee automatic progression from prospecting into mining.

**CHAPTER 6: MINERAL AND MINING DEVELOPMENT BOARD**

The proposed Mineral and Mining Development Board will be established to serve the Minister in an advisory capacity.

**CHAPTER 7: TRANSITIONAL ARRANGEMENTS**
This Chapter ensures that active prospecting and mining operations continue to operate uninterrupted.

It provides for the replacement of all old older rights with either prospecting rights or mining rights granted in terms of the provisions of the Bill. Furthermore, opportunity is given to all holders of old order rights to comply with the provisions of the Bill.

However, should the holder of an old order right not comply with the provisions of this Chapter, the old order right will, nevertheless, lapse at the end of a predetermined period.

The various transition periods to allow holders of old order rights to change over to the new dispensation are as follows:

a. Five years in respect of old order rights held in connection with any active mining operation;
b. Two years in connection with old order rights held in connection with any active prospecting operations; and
c. One year in respect of old order rights not held in connection with any active prospecting or mining operations. These holders are given an opportunity to present to the Minister plans on how such holders intend develop the mineral resources related to such rights. Failure to do so entitles the Minister to grant prospecting or mining rights to other applicants.

Subject to the provision contained in this Chapter, approved environmental management programmes, surface rights permits held in connection with mining operations and permissions to remove and dispose of any mineral will continue to be in force.

CHAPTER 8: TRADE IN DIAMONDS

This Chapter repeals the Diamond Act, 1975 and transfers all the functions of the Diamond Board to the Director-General: Minerals and Energy or the Commissioner of the South African Revenue Services.

CHAPTER 9: PETROLEUM EXPLORATION AND PRODUCTION

Certain aspects of the upstream petroleum industry (exploration and production), are specifically provided for in this Chapter. It stipulates the functions of the South African Agency for the Promotion of Petroleum Exploration and Exploitation, a subsidiary of the Central Energy Fund (CEF) and sets out the regulatory framework for the upstream petroleum industry.

CHAPTER 10: GENERAL AND MISCELLANEOUS

Deals with matters of general and varied nature, which will assist, in the administration, implementation and enforcement of the provisions of this Bill.

DRAFT

MINERAL DEVELOPMENT BILL

To give effect to the principle that mineral resources are the common heritage of all South Africans, provide for the recognition of the State as the custodian of the nation?s mineral resources; provide for a legislative framework within which the nation?s mineral wealth can be developed to its fullest potential; to promote economic growth through the development of mineral resources within a framework of sustainable development, co-operative governance and national environmental policy; to regulate orderly prospecting for and mining of mineral resources, to regulate the possession, trade in and processing of diamonds, to provide for the exploration and production of petroleum and? to provide for matters connected therewith.

PREAMBLE

Recognising that mineral resources are a non-renewable national asset;
Acknowledging that South Africa’s mineral resources belong to the nation;

Bearing in mind that the State is the custodian of the nation’s mineral resources;

Affirming the State’s obligation to protect the environment? for the benefit of present and future generations? and to ensure ecologically sustainable mineral development to promote economic and social development;

Desiring to promote local and rural economic development and social upliftment of communities affected by mining;

Reaffirming the State’s commitment to bring about equitable access to all South Africa’s mineral resources;

Considering the State’s obligation under the Constitution to take legislative measures to redress the result s of past racial discrimination;

Reaffirming the State’s commitment to guarantee security of tenure in respect of prospecting and mining operations; and

Emphasising the need to create an internationally competitive and efficient administrative and regulatory regime.

BE IT ENACTED by the Parliament of the Republic of South Africa, as follows:-

ARRANGEMENT OF ACT

CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1. Definitions

CHAPTER 2: FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES

2. Objects of the Act
3. Public trusteeship of the nation’s mineral resources
4. Interpretation of the Act
5. Entitlement to prospect, to mine and to dispose of minerals

CHAPTER 3: ADMINISTRATION

6. Administration of the Act
7. Division of the Republic, territorial waters and continental shelf into regions
8. Appointment and functions of officials

CHAPTER 4: MINERAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

9. Powers of the Minister in case of prospecting or mining operations being conducted contrary to the objects of this Act
10. Powers of the Minister to suspend or cancel a prospecting right or mining right
11. Powers of the Minister to cause a special investigation to establish the occurrence, nature and extent of mineral resources in respect of land
12. Directions by the Minister in relation to mining of minerals or group of minerals by holder of mining right
13. Powers of the Minister in case of exercising surface rights contrary to the objects of the Act
14. Powers of the Minister to prohibit or restrict prospecting or mining
15. Powers of the Minister to expropriate any property for the purpose of prospecting or mining
16. Assistance to persons from historically disadvantaged groups
17. Assistance to contribute to rural and local economic development
18. Powers of the Minister to direct the submission of information or data
19. Information and data in respect of exploration
20. Information and data in respect of boreholes and excavations
21. Disclosure of information and data in respect of exploration
22. Information and data in respect of mining, processing and marketing of minerals
23. Notice of profitability and curtailment of mining operations affecting employment
24. Promotion of mineral beneficiation within the Republic
   24B Regulation of relationship between the landowner and the holder of prospecting right or mining right

CHAPTER 5: MINERAL REGULATION

Part I: Regulatory control in respect of a prospecting right, mining right and a retention permit

25. Prohibitions or restrictions on prospecting and mining on certain land or for certain minerals
26. Application for a prospecting right
27. Objections to the granting of a prospecting right
28. Convening of a meeting to hear objections
29. Processing of an application for a prospecting right
30. Approval to grant a prospecting right
31. Criteria to refuse the granting of a prospecting right
32. Granting of a prospecting right
33. Duration and renewal of a prospecting right
34. Application for the renewal of a prospecting right
35. Refusal of an application for the renewal a prospecting right
36. Obligations of a holder of a prospecting right
37. Ancillary rights of a holder of a prospecting right
38. Application for a mining right
39. Objections to the granting of a mining right
40. Convening of a meeting to hear objections
41. Processing of an application for a mining right
42. Approval to grant a mining right
43. Criteria to refuse the granting of a mining right
44. Granting of a mining right
45. Duration and renewal of a mining right
46. Application for the renewal of a mining right
47. Refusal of an application for the renewal of a mining right
48. Obligations of a holder of a mining right
49. Application for a retention permit
50. Processing of an application for a retention permit
51. Criteria for issuing a retention permit
52. Criteria to refuse the issuing of a retention permit
53. Issuing of a retention permit
54. Duration and renewal of a retention permit
55. Application for the renewal of a retention permit
56. Obligations of a holder of a retention permit
57. Effect of issuing of a retention permit
58. Direction by Minister to a holder of retention permit to apply for a mining right
59. Retention permit not to be transferred or encumbered
60. Notice of commencement of prospecting or mining operations
61. Transfer of prospecting right or mining right
62. Exemption from certain provision of this Act
63. Abandonment of prospecting right or mining right or retention permit

Part II: Regulatory control in respect of environmental management and remediation of environmental damage

64. Principles
65. Duty of care, responsibility for environmental management and for remediation of environmental damage
66. Integrated Environmental Management and the requirements for an Environmental Impact Assessment
67. Environmental Management Programme
68. Financial guarantees for remediation of environmental damage
69. Monitoring and environmental management programme performance assessments
70. Prevention of environmental damage or degradation
71. Management of mine residue deposits
72. Removal of buildings, structures and objects
73. Continuation of liability until exoneration certificate is issued
74. Preferential claim in case of liquidation or sequestration
75. Control of emergency incidents
CHAPTER 6: MINERALS AND MINING DEVELOPMENT BOARD

76. Establishment of the Minerals and Mining Development Board
77. Functions of the Board
78. Constitution of the Board
79. Persons not qualified to be members of the Board
80. Vacating of office by a member of the Board
81. Term of office of members of the Board and filling of vacancies
82. Meetings of the Board
83. Committees established by the Board
84. Funding of the activities of the Board
85. Remuneration of members of the Board and committees
86. Report of the Board
87. Administration

CHAPTER 7: TRANSITIONAL ARRANGEMENTS

88. Definitions
89. Objects of this Chapter
90. Continuation of pending prospecting and mining applications
91. Continuation of prospector?s right
92. Continuation of permission to remove and dispose of minerals during prospecting
93. Continuation of miner?s right
94. Notification to holders of old order rights
95. Power of Minister to grant prospecting or mining right to another party
96. Power of Minister if reasons are acceptable
97. Continuation of reservations, permission and certain rights
98. Registration of mineral rights
99. Lease of State interest in a mine
100. Consideration payable
101. Continuation of approved environmental management programme


102. Definitions

Part I: Illegal Acts

103. Prohibition to possess unpolished diamonds
104. Prohibition on the sale of unpolished diamonds
105. Prohibition on the purchase unpolished diamonds
106. Restriction to deal in unpolished diamonds
107. Prohibition to process diamonds
108. Prohibition to erect and operate machinery
109. Prohibition to export or import unpolished diamonds
110. Unpolished diamonds found or picked up

Part II: Licences and Permits

111. Types of licences
112. Application for a licence
113. Consideration of an application for a licences
114. Issue or refusal of a licence
115. Powers of the Director-General to cancel, vary or to impose conditions in respect of a licence
116. Business premises
117. Period of validity of licences
118. Prohibition on the transfer, disposal of or acquisition of? any interest in a licence
119. Application by licensee to transfer a licence
120. Controlling? interest in companies and close corporations
121. Conversions of companies and close corporation
122. Suspension and cancellation of licences
123. Return of licence
124. Application for a permit
125. Granting or refusal of? permit
126. Issue of permit
127. Powers of the Director-General to cancel, vary or to impose conditions in respect of a licence

Part III: The Diamond Trade

128. Prohibition to utilise unregistered premises as a diamond exchange
129. Application for registration of a diamond exchange
130. Consideration of application for registration of a diamond exchange
131. Registration of diamond exchanges
132. Dealing in unpolished diamonds restricted to approved premises
133. Approval of premises
134. Processing of diamonds restricted to approved premises
135. Licensees to display names and other particulars at business premises
136. Dealing in unpolished diamond on behalf of juristic persons restricted to an authorised representative
137. Application for registration of authorised representative
138. Registration of authorised? representative
139. Receipt of unpolished diamonds by licensee
140. Notes of receipt or purchase in respect of unpolished diamonds
141. Register in respect of unpolished diamonds
142. Cutter, tool-maker and researcher to obtain permit to sell, export or import unpolished diamonds
143. Supply of unpolished diamonds to the diamond processing industry

Part IV: Export or import of diamonds

144. Export of unpolished diamond
145. Registration of unpolished diamond for export
146. Levying of export duty on unpolished diamond
147. Exemption from export duty
148. Deferment of payment of export duty
149. Examination and valuation of unpolished diamond
150. Market value
151. Fine in case of difference in value
152. Payment of export duty and fine
153. Release of unpolished diamond for export
154. Import of polished diamond
155. Export of unpolished diamond
156. Registration of polished diamond for export
157. Examination and retention of polished diamond
158. Release of polished diamond for export
159. Exemptions from provisions relating to registration of polished diamond
160. Commissioner's decision on unpolished and polished diamond
161. Assessment of value of polished and unpolished diamond
162. Right of appeal
163. Agreements between the Commissioner and any person

Part V: Control measures

164. Furnishing Director-General with information
165. Inquiries by Director-General
166. Appointment of diamond inspectors
167. Functions of diamond inspectors and police officials

Part VI: Offences, penalties and other judicial matters

168. Offences relating to illegal acts
169. Offences relating to diamond trade
170. Offences relating to export and import of diamonds
171. Offences relating to functions of the Director-General, diamond inspectors and police officials
172. Offences involving fraudulent conduct
173. Penalties
174. Documentary evidence
175. Presumption
176. Liability of employer or principal
177. Forfeiture
Part VII: General

178. Regulations
179. Savings

Part VIII: Abolition of the South African Diamond Board

180. Abolition of the Diamond Board
181. Vesting and transfer of assets, liabilities, rights, duties and obligations of the Diamond Board
182. Transfer, retrenchment and remuneration of staff
183. Accounting responsibility
184. Administration of laws
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186. Termination of agreements between the Board and any person

CHAPTER 9: PETROLEUM EXPLORATION AND PRODUCTION

187. Application of this Chapter
188. Definitions
189. Administration of this Chapter
190. Functions of the Petroleum Agency
191. Invitation for applications
192. Obligations of a holder of exploration rights
193. Obligations of a holder of production rights
194. Petroleum agreements
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201. Transfer of reconnaissance licence
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207. Right to apply for production rights
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210. Producing of documents at request of the Director: Mineral Development
211. Limitations of State’s liability
212. Serving of documents
213. Right of appeal
214. Prohibitions on obstruction of officer or person
215. Prohibition of victimisation
216. Offences
217. Penalties
218. Delegations of powers
219. Regulations
220. Proof of facts
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225. Act binds State
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1. Definitions

(1) In this Act, unless the context shows that another meaning is intended?

i. **applicant** means the person who has applied for a prospecting right, mining right or retention permit;

ii. **associated mineral** means any mineral which occurs in mineralogical association with, and in? the same ore deposit as the primary mineral being mined, where it is physically impossible to mine the primary mineral without also mining the mineral associated therewith;

iii. **Board** means the Minerals and Mining Development Board established in terms of section 76;

iv. **Chief Inspector** means the Chief Inspector appointed in terms of section 48 of the Mine Health and Safety Act, 1996 (Act No. 29 of 1996);

v. **community** means any group historically disadvantaged persons? who share common heritage and is under the jurisdiction of a traditional leader;

vi. **Constitution** means the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996 (Act No. 108 of 1996);

vii. **Committee for Environmental Co-ordination** means the committee referred to in section 7 of the National Environ mental Management Act, 1998 (Act No.107 of 1998);

viii. **the department** means the Department of Minerals and Energy;

ix. **Director: Mineral Development** means any senior officer appointed in terms of section (8)(1) of this Act;

x. **Director-General** means the Director-General of the Department of Minerals and Energy;

xi. **environment** means the surroundings within which humans exist and that are made up of -

   a. the land, natural resources and the atmosphere of the earth;
   b. micro-organisms, plant and animal life;
   c. any part or combination of (a) and (b) and the relationships among and between them; and
   d. the physical, chemical, aesthetic and cultural properties and conditions of the foregoing that influence human health and well-being;

xii. **environmental management programme** means the approved environmental management programme referred to in section 67(3)(b) in which the impacts on the environment generated by the prospecting or mining operations are recorded and it is demonstrated when and how such impacts will be managed by the holder through the satisfactory prevention or remediation of such impacts and includes any amendments thereto made in accordance with the requirements of this Act;

xiii. **employee** means -

   a. any person, excluding an independent contractor, who works for the holder of a prospecting right or mining right or retention permit and who receives, or is entitled to receive, any remuneration; and
   b. any other person who in any manner assists in carrying on or conducting? the business of the holder;

xiv. **exclusionary act** means any act or practice that impedes or prevents any person from entering into, or expanding within the mineral and mining industry or a market;

xv. **exploration** means any operation, including but not limited to prospecting? undertaken to collect information or data with the main purpose? to ultimately search for any mineral, and includes ?

   a. geological, geophysical, geochemical, palaeontological, aerial, magnetic, gravity or seismic surveys and the appraisal of such surveys
and drilling for appraisal purposes;

b. the study of the feasibility of any prospecting or mining operation to be carried out in such prospecting area or mining area;

xvi. financial guarantee means the surety that applicants for or holders of prospecting right or mining right must provide to the Department, guaranteeing the availability of sufficient funds to rehabilitate prospecting or mining areas in the event that the responsible person or company fails to undertake such rehabilitation;

xvii. historically disadvantaged means a person who

a. is one of a category of individuals who, before the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1993 (Act No. 200 of 1993, came into operation, were disadvantaged by unfair discrimination on the basis of race;

b. is an association, a majority of whose members are individuals referred to in paragraph (a);

c. is a juristic person other than an association, and individuals referred to in paragraph (a) own and control a majority of its issued capital or member?s interest and are able to control a majority of its votes; or

d. is a juristic person or association, and persons referred to in paragraphs (a), (b) or (c) own and control a majority of its issued share capital or members interest and are able to control a majority of its votes.

xviii. holder means, in relation to -

a. a prospecting right or mining right or retention permit, the person to whom such right or permit has been granted or issued;

b. an old order right, the registered holder of such right or the person to whom such right was granted; or

c. a mine, the owner of a mine

xix. mine means, when

a. used as a noun -

aa. any excavation in the earth, including the portion under the sea or under any other water or in mine residue deposit whether being worked or not, made for the purpose of winning a mineral; or

bb. any other place where a mineral deposit is being exploited, including the mining area and all buildings, structures, machinery, mine residue deposit access roads or objects situated on such area and which are or intended to be used in connection with the winning, treating or preparing minerals or obtaining or extracting any mineral or metal by any mode or method or for the purpose of dressing mineral ores, but excluding a mine in respect of which an exoneration certificate has been issued in terms of section 73 of this Act; and

b. used as a verb, the making of any excavation referred to in paragraph (a)(aa), or the exploitation of any mineral deposit in any other manner, for the purpose of winning a mineral, including any ongoing prospecting in connection with the winning of such a mineral;

xx. mineral means any substance, whether in solid, liquid or gaseous form, occurring naturally in or on the earth, in or under water or in mine residue deposits and having been formed by or subjected to a geological process including sand, stone, rock, gravel and clay, as well as soil but excludes water, natural oil, petroleum, topsoil and peat;

xxi. mine residue means any waste material, or mineral discard, whether in solid, liquid or gaseous form derived from a mining operation or a prospecting operation
or processing of any mineral or ash produced from energy generation;

xxii. "mine residue deposit" means a dam, dump, heap, pile, layer, accumulation or filling consisting of "mine residue";

xxiii. "mining area" means the area which comprises the subject of a mining right;

xxiv. "mining right" means a right to mine granted in terms of section 44(1);

xxv. "Minister" means the Minister of Mineral and Energy;

xxvi. "officer" means any person who has been appointed in terms of the Public Service Act, 1994 (Proclamation No.103 of 1994);

xxvii. "offshore installation" means an offshore- rig, production platform, sub-sea pipelines or any offshore structure or vessel used at sea in connection with exploration or prospecting for minerals or hydrocarbons, or mining of minerals or productions of hydrocarbons;

xxviii. "owner" means, in relation to -

a. land -

aa. the person in whose name the land is registered; or
bb. if it is state owned land, the state together with the occupant thereof;

b. a mine -

aa. the holder of the prospecting right or mining right or retention permit concerned; or
bb. if such prospecting right or mining right or retention permit does not exist, the last person who worked the mine or his successor in title;

xxix. "person" means, where appropriate a natural or juristic person;

xxx. "prescribed" means, prescribed by this Act and any regulation promulgated in terms thereof;

xxxi. "processing" means, in relation to any mineral, the recovering, extracting, concentrating, refining, calcining, classifying, crushing, screening, washing, reduction, smelting or gassification thereof; and processed will have a corresponding meaning;

xxxii. "prospecting" means intentionally searching for any mineral by any method which disturbs the surface or sub-surface of the earth, including the portion under the sea or under other water or of any mine residue deposit' necessary for the purpose of determining the extent and economic value of the mineral resource, and excludes mine when used as a verb;

xxxi. "prospecting area" means the area of land which comprises the subject of any prospecting right;

xxixiv. "prospecting right" means the right to prospect granted in terms of section 32(1);

xxv. "prospecting work programme" means the approved prospecting work programme indicating the prospecting activities to be conducted on the prospecting area during the validity of the prospecting right, including the details regarding the prospecting activities, phases, equipment to be used and estimated expenditures for the different prospecting activities and phases to c over the period required for the prospecting right and any amendment thereto made in accordance with the provisions of this Act;

xxxi. "record" means any book of account or any recorded information regardless of form or medium, and includes-

1. (a) information contained in any computer storage medium or record which is or can be produced by means of computer equipment, which is used for the purpose of recording information; and
2. (b) a part of a record or computer printout;

xxxi. "rehabilitation" means, the restoration to the satisfaction of the Director: Mineral Development, of the prospecting or mining area in accordance with the environmental management programme to, as far as is practicable, its natural state or to a safe, stable, predetermined condition and end use which is compatible with a healthy environment and with the principle of sustainable development;

xxvii. "Republic" , means the Republic of South Africa;
XXXIX. *Retention area*? means the area of land which comprises the subject of a retention permit;

XL. *Retention permit*? means the permit issued in terms of section 53(1);

XLI. *Scoping report*? means the document resulting from a preliminary assessment undertaken prior to the conducting of a comprehensive environmental impact assessment and the compilation of an environmental management programme to -

a. assimilate information concerning the status of the environment prior to prospecting or mining;
b. identify the extent of the anticipated impacts and their consequences on the environment taking into consideration any sensitivity or limitations that may exist on or in respect of the area;
c. identify alternatives and to propose the most appropriate approach and procedure to plan and develop the proposed prospecting or mining project and its environmental management requirements;
d. record the initial views and concerns of relevant authorities, affected an other parties;? and
e. identify the extent of further investigation required;

XLI. *Sustainable development*? means the integration of social, economic and environmental factors into planning, implementation and decision-making so as to ensure that development serves present and future generations;

XLII. *This Act*? includes the regulations and any condition to which any permit, right, consent, exemption, approval, notice, exonerating certificate, environmental management programme or guidelines thereon, or directive is sued, given, granted or approved in terms of this Act;

XLIII. *Topsoil*? means that layer of soil covering the earth and which provides a suitable environment for the germination of seed allows the penetration of water, is a source of micro-organisms, plant nutrients and in some cases seed, and a depth of 0.5 metre or any other depth as may be determined by the Director: Mineral Development for each prospecting or mining area;

XLIV. *Township or urban area*? means a township as defined in section 102 (1) of the Deeds Registries Act, 1937 (Act No.47 of 1937);

(2) In this Act, where a word or expression is given a particular meaning, other parts of speech and grammatical forms of that word or expression have, unless the contrary intention appears from the relevant provisions, a corresponding meaning.

**CHAPTER 2**

**FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES**

2. **Objects of the Act**

The objects of this Act are to -

a. control and manage access to the nation?S mineral resources in order to-

i. facilitate the entry of prospective investors in the industry; and
ii. give effect to sections 9(2) and 25(8) of the Constitution;

b. give effect to the principle of State custodianship of the nation?S mineral resources;
c. promote economic growth and development of the nation?S mineral resources;
d. promote employment and advance the social and economic welfare of all South Africans;
e. expand opportunities for historically disadvantaged persons to enter the mining and minerals industry or benefit from the exploitation of the nation?S mineral resources;
f. provide for security of tenure in respect of prospecting and mining operations;
g. ensure that the nation?S mineral resources are developed in an orderly and sustainable manner within a framework of national environmental policy, norms and
standards to the benefit of all South Africans;
h. ensure that holders of mining rights contribute towards the socio-economic development of the areas they are operating in;
i. give effect to the universally accepted right of the State to exercise full permanent sovereignty over all mineral resources; and
j. change the common law to the extent that it applies to mineral rights and ownership of a mineral.

3. Public trusteeship of the nation’s mineral resources

(1) Mineral resources are the common heritage of all the peoples of South Africa and the State is the custodian thereof? for the benefit of all South Africans.

(2) As the custodian of the nation’s mineral resources, the State, acting through the Minister, has the right to -

a. grant, control, administer and manage access to mineral resources;
b. grant prospecting rights, mining rights, retention permits and permission to remove and dispose of any minerals;
c. determine the fees and consideration payable in terms of this Act;
d. exercise full permanent sovereignty over all the nation’s mineral resources; and
e. do all other things as the Act? or any other law may empower or require the Minister to do.

(3) The Minister must ensure the sustainable development of South Africa’s mineral resources within a framework of national environmental policy, norms and standards.

(4) Subject to the provisions of this Act, when considering the granting of a prospecting or mining right, preference must be given to historically disadvantaged persons.

4. Interpretation of the Act

(1) Any interpretation of this Act must give effect to its objects.

(2) When interpreting a provision of this Act, any reasonable interpretation which is consistent with the object of this Act as stated in section (1) and international law, must be preferred over any alternative interpretation which is inconsistent with that object and international law.

(3) In so far as the common law is inconsistent with the provisions of this Act, the provisions of this Act shall prevail.

5. Entitlement to prospect, to mine and to dispose of minerals

(1) Subject to the provisions of this Act any holder of a prospecting right or a mining right is entitled to-

i. enter the land to which such right relates;
ii. prospect or mine for its own account on that land for the mineral? or group of minerals for which such right has been granted; and
iii. remove and dispose of any mineral or group of minerals found during the course of prospecting or mining.

(2) No person shall prospect or mine for any mineral or group of minerals without -

i. an approved environmental management programme; and
ii. a prospecting right or mining right granted to that person in terms of this Act.

(3) Subject to the provisions of this Act, the holder of a prospecting right is entitled to be granted a mining right in respect of the land and mineral concerned.

CHAPTER 3
ADMINISTRATION

6. Administration of the Act

(1) This Act shall be administered under the control of the Minister by the Director-General. The Director: Mineral Development must perform those functions assigned to the Director: Mineral Development in terms of this Act in accordance with and subject to the instructions and directives of the Director-General.

(2) The Director-General may exercise any power and perform any duty or function conferred upon or assigned to the Director-Mineral Development by or in terms of this Act or any other law.

7. Division of the Republic, territorial waters and continental shelf into regions

For the purpose of this Act the Minister must, by notice in the Gazette, divide the Republic, the sea as defined in section 1 of the Sea-shore Act, 1935 (Act No.21 of 1935), and the continental shelf referred to in section 7 of the Territorial Waters Act, 1963 (Act No.87 of 1963), into regions, and the Minister may, from time to time, so amend the boundaries of such regions.

8. Appointment and functions of officer

(1) The Minister must, subject to the laws governing the public service, in respect of each region referred to in section 7, appoint an officer in the service of the Department with the appropriate qualifications and experience as Director: Mineral Development to exercise the powers and perform the duties conferred upon or assigned to the Director: Mineral Development by or in terms of this Act? or any other law, and to carry out or comply with the instructions and directives which the Director-General may issue.

(2) The Director-General may designate senior managers in the service of the Department to assist the Director-General in exercising his or her powers or perform his or her functions in terms of this Act.

CHAPTE R 4

MINERAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

9. Powers of the Minister in case of prospecting or mining operations being conducted contrary to the objects of this Act

(1) If the holder of a prospecting right or mining right, conducts prospecting or mining operations in a manner which, in the opinion of the Minister, may detrimentally affect the objects of this Act, the Minister may-

a. cause an investigation to be made into the matter; and
b. after consideration of the findings of the investigation contemplated in paragraph (a), issue a written directive, ordering such holder to take such rectifying steps within a specified period as may be required by the Minister.

(2) Failure by the holder to comply with the directives referred to in subsection (1)(b) within the specified period, shall entitle the Minister to suspend or cancel such prospecting right or mining right.

(3) Before the Minister suspends or cancels the prospecting or mining right concerned, the Minister must request the holder for written reasons why he or she is conducting prospecting or mining activities contrary to the objects of this Act.

(4) In the event of the cancellation of a prospecting right or mining right, the Minister may by notice in the Government Gazette, call for applications for a prospecting or mining right in respect of the land and mineral concerned.
10. **Powers of the Minister to suspend or cancel a prospecting right or mining right**

(1) Subject to the provisions of this Act, the Minister may suspend or cancel any prospecting or mining right, if the holder thereof fails to-

a. commence and continue with prospecting or mining operations within the period stated in the said prospecting right or mining right;

b. provide the necessary finances for conducting such prospecting or mining operation;

c. adhere to the terms and conditions of the prospecting right or mining right;

d. conduct prospecting or mining operations in accordance with the provisions of this Act; or

e. comply with the provisions of section 36 or 48.

(2) Before such prospecting right or mining right is suspended or cancelled by the Minister in terms of subsection (1), due notice of the intention to suspend or cancel must be given to the holder thereof and the holder will be -

a. required to give reasons in writing why the holder has failed to comply with the provisions of subsection (1); and

b. allowed a maximum of ninety (90) days to remedy any action referred to in such notice.

(3) Should the holder fail to remedy such contravention or provide reasons acceptable to the Minister within the specified period, the prospecting right or mining right will be deemed to have been suspended or cancelled by the Minister with immediate effect.

(4) In the event of the cancellation of a prospecting right or mining right, the Minister may by notice in the Government Gazette, call for applications for a prospecting right or mining right in respect of the land and mineral concerned.

11. **Powers of Minister to cause a special investigation to establish the occurrence, nature and extent of mineral resources in respect of land**

(1) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this Act in relation to the granting of a prospecting right, the Minister may, if in his or her opinion it is necessary in the national interest, cause any investigation to be conducted on any land to establish if any mineral or geological formation occurs in or on such land, and if so, to establish the nature and extent thereof.

(2) Compensation in respect of any damage caused during the investigation referred to in subsection (1) may be agreed upon between the Minister and the owner of the land concerned or in the absence of such agreement, determined by arbitration in accordance with the Arbitration Act, 1965 (Act 42 of 1965), or by a competent court if the person concerned prefers the last-mentioned procedure, shall be payable by the Minister to any person in respect of any proven damage to the property of such person as a result of any investigation contemplated in subsection (1).

(3) No investigation will take place under this section prior to the expiry of a period of 30 days after publication in the Government Gazette of a notice of the intention to conduct such investigation.

(4) No entering upon land shall take place under this section before the owner or occupier or person in control of such land has been notified of the intention so to enter upon such land to conduct the investigation referred to in subsection (1).

12. **Directions by Minister in relation to mining of minerals or group of minerals by holder of mining right**

(1) Subject to the provisions of subsection (2), the Minister may -

a. if any mineral or group of minerals to which a mining right relates is not won or mined and the Minister is satisfied that such mineral or group of minerals can be won or mined on a profitable basis; or
b. having regard to, the technical and financial resources of the holder of such mining right and the prevailing marketability of any such mineral or group of minerals, if he or she is satisfied that such mineral or group of minerals, is not being won or mined at an optimal rate or in a manner calculated to effect such optimal rate, by notice in writing addressed to the holder of such mining right, direct such holder -

i. to take, within such period as may be specified in such notice, such steps as may be necessary and practicable to mine any such specified mineral or group of minerals;
ii. to mine such specified mineral or group of minerals, within such period as may be mentioned in the notice, at a specified rate, not exceeding, in the case of an increase, the capacity of the mining facilities of the holder of the mining right, as the Minister may specify in such notice; or
iii. to abandon, such mining right in accordance with the provisions of section 63.

(2) Before giving the direction under subsection (1) the Minister must?

a. in writing inform such holder of his or her intention to give a direction contemplated in subsection (1) -

i. setting out the reasons for such intention;
ii. requiring such holder to make within such period as may be specified in such notice representations to the Minister in relation to such reasons; and

b. take into consideration any representations made by such holder.

13. **Powers of the Minister in case of exercising surface rights contrary to the objects of this Act**

(1) If any person in any manner uses or causes to be used or intends to use or to cause to be used the surface of any land or includes or cause it to be included or intends to include or to cause it to be included into any town planning scheme which may, in the opinion of the Minister, detrimentally affect the object of this Act, the Minister may -

a. Cause an investigation to be made;

b. After consideration of the comments contemplated in subsection (2), if any, and the results of the investigation contemplated in paragraph (a), issue a directive ordering such person to take such rectifying steps within a period specified in the directive as may be required by the Minister.

(2) Before any directive referred to in subsection 1(b) is issued, the Director: Mineral Development must serve written notices on the person referred to in that subsection, whereby it is notified of the steps being considered by the Minister and whereby it is given the opportunity to comment on the intention of the Minister regarding such steps within a period specified in the notice, which shall not be less than 30 days.

14. **Power of Minister to prohibit or restrict prospecting or mining**

The Minister may from time to time by notice in the Government Gazette having regard to the national or public interest, prohibit or restrict any prospecting or mining on any land identified by the Minister, excluding land which is the subject of a prospecting right or mining right or retention permit or any application therefor.

15. **Power of Minister to expropriate any property for the purpose of prospecting or mining**

(1) To achieve the objects of this Act, the Minister may expropriate any property or any right therein for public purposes or in the public interest: Provided that in determining the compensation amount, section 12 of the Expropriation Act, 1975 (Act 63 of 1975) read together with section 25(3) of the Constitution, shall *mutatis mutandis* apply as if an expropriation of property or the taking of a right has taken place in terms of the last-mentioned Acts.
(2) Any property or right therein expropriated under subsection (1), shall vest in the person at whose request it has been expropriated or if no person applied for such expropriation, it shall vest in the State.

16. Assistance to persons from historically disadvantaged groups

(1) The Minister may with the concurrence of the Minister of Finance out of moneys appropriated for that purpose by Parliament, give financial or any other assistance to persons or association of persons from historically disadvantaged groups to conduct prospecting or mining activities.

(2) The assistance referred to in subsection (1) will be on cost recovery basis.

17. Assistance to contribute to rural and local economic development

(1) Subject to the provisions of section 13 of the Public Finance Management Act, 1999 (Act 29 of 1999), the Minister may with the concurrence of the Minister of Finance and after consultation with the Minister of Provincial Affairs and Local Government, out of the royalties payable in terms of section 48(g) determine that consideration be paid for the benefit of any community or local government affected by mining, for the purpose of rural and local economic development and social upliftment.

(2) The consideration referred to in subsection (1) must be paid into a Local Economic Development Fund established for that purpose and administered by the Minister of Provincial Affairs and Local Government.

18. Powers of Minister to direct the submission of information or data

(1) The Minister may, in order to achieve the objects of this Act, direct in writing that information or data be submitted by -

a. an applicant for a prospecting right or mining right;

b. any holder of a prospecting right or mining right or retention permit granted or issued in terms of this Act; or

c. any holder of a surface right in respect of land forming the subject of prospecting or mining operations or land in respect of which an application was lodged to obtain a prospecting or mining right.

19. Information and data in respect of exploration

Notwithstanding the provisions of this Act or any other law, any person who conducts exploration must in the prescribed manner in respect of such exploration operations -

a. keep, at an address in South Africa, proper records of all activities and expenditure; and

b. submit to the Director: Mineral Development concerned reports and financial records of expenditure.

20. Information and data in respect of boreholes and excavations

(1) Any person who proposes to drill a borehole or make any excavation for the purposes of prospecting from the surface of the land or to resume the drilling of such borehole or making such excavation, must?

a. give written notice to the Director: Mineral Development of his or her intention to drill such borehole or to resume such drilling or to make such excavation; and

b. within six months after the completion of such borehole or excavation or discontinuation thereof, submit a full and correct borehole or excavation information report to the Director: Mineral Development.

(2) The information report must contain?

a. the exact location of the excavation or borehole

b. the date of completion thereof;

c. the depth thereof;

d. the lithology and depth of the geological formation excavated or drilled through;
e. the results of any test or analyses done on the minerals obtained from the
evacuation or borehole; and
f. all other information gathered by the prospector in relation to the mineral or group
of minerals, excavation or borehole.

(3) The Director: Mineral Development must submit the information referred to in
subsection (1) to the Council for Geoscience established in terms of section 5 of the

(4) No core log or any information or data relating to any borehole referred to in
subsection (1) may be disposed of without the prior written permission of the Minister.

21. Disclosure of information and data in respect of exploration

(1) Subject to the provisions of this Act, all information and data submitted in terms of this
Act or any provision of prior legislation in relation to, exploration may be disclosed to the
public: Provided that no such information or data may be disclosed -

a. prior to the expiration of ninety (90) days after?
   i. the expiry, abandonment or cancellation of the prospecting right or
   mining right concerned unless the holder of the rig ht concerned
   declared in writing that the information and data may be disclosed
   sooner; or
   ii. the submission of any non-prospecting exploration information or
   data unless the supplier of the information and data declared in
   writing that the information and data may be disclosed sooner;

b. if the holder of the prospecting right has applied for a mining right; or

c. if the supplier of exploration information and data has applied for a prospecting
   right; or

d. if the holder of a prospecting rig ht or a mining right concerned has applied for a
   retention permit.

(2) No compensation is payable or can be claimed by any person who submitted
information and data which are made available or disclosed in terms of this section.

22. Information and data in respect of mining, processing and marketing of minerals

(1) Any person who conducts mining must in the prescribed manner keep at an address in
the Republic, proper records of all mining activities and financial records in relation
thereto.

(2) The records referred to in subsection (1) must be available for inspection by the
Director-General or any officer in the service of the Department authorised by the
Director-General.

(3) Upon expiry, abandonment or cancellation of a mining right, the holder of such right
must submit to the Director-General all records kept in terms of subsection (1) and records
so submitted may be disclosed to the public.

(4) The holder of a mining right or manager of a mine or any processing plant operating
separately from a mine or any person that markets any mineral or process a mineral
must in the prescribed manner?

   a. submit monthly returns with accurate information and data; and
   b. submit an audited annual financial report or financial statement reflecting a balance
   sheet and profit and loss account.

23. Notice of profitability and curtailment of mining operations affecting employment

(1) The holder of a mining right must notify the Director-General in writing?

   a. where prevailing economic conditions have the effect that the profit to revenue
   ratio of the mine which is the subject of such right, is on average, less than 6
   percent for a continuous period of twelve months; and
b. if any mining operation is planned to be scaled down on a temporary or permanent basis or cessation of mining operations is imminent and will have the effect that more than five hundred employees or ten percent, whichever is the greater, of the lab our force cumulatively in any twelve month period will be retrenched.

(2) The Minister may in respect of any notice given in terms of subsection (1)(b) and after consultation with the Minister of Labour, direct the holder of the mining right in writing to take remedial actions, subject to such terms and conditions the Minister may deem necessary to achieve the objects of this Act.

24. **A. Promotion of mineral beneficiation within the Republic**

(1) When considering the approval for granting a mining right, the Minister must consider whether the mineral or group of minerals for which the applicant intends to mine is capable of being beneficiated within the Republic or not.

(2) If, the Minister is of the opinion that such mineral can be beneficiated within the country, the Minister may give preference to the person who intends to beneficiate or intends to have such mineral beneficiated in the Republic.

(3) The Minister may, in order to promote the beneficiation of minerals in the Republic, on such conditions as he or she may determine, and after consultation with the Minister of Finance, decide that?

a. no royalties be paid by a holder of a mining right in terms of section 48(g);

b. any royalties payable under section 48(g) be utilised for research in connection with the beneficiation of any mineral in the Republic; or

c. any other incentive be created as the Minister, the Minister of Finance, and the Minister of Trade and Industry may agree upon to encourage such beneficiation.

(4) If the Minister is of the opinion that any particular mineral commodity can economically be beneficiated further locally, he or she may instruct that such a mineral be further beneficiated according to the terms and conditions as may be determined by the Minister.

24. **B. Regulation of the relationship between the landowner and holder of mining right.**

(The essence of section 42 of the Minerals Act, 1991, will be incorporated)